
Chapter 5 Exam

What the exam covers:
  

• Chapters 12 and 13 in the Litvin book
• Activities 5.1 – 5.5 posted on the course website.
• Gridworld Critters

Topics to Know:

Arrays

• Declare and create arrays
• Access specific elements in an array using indices
• Access an array's length
• Using a loop to access all elements in an array and do something with them
• How to read/use for-each loops

2D Arrays

• Declare and create 2D arrays
• Access specific elements in a 2D array using indices
• Access the number of rows, columns, and elements in a 2D array
• Use a nested for loop to access all the elements or a region of elements in a 2D array.

ArrayLists

• Declare and create an Arraylist
• Access specific elements in an ArrayList using get()
• Access an ArrayList's length
• Understand the difference between the size of an ArrayList and the Capacity of an ArrayList.
• Remove specific elements in an ArrayList using remove(), and understand the pitfalls of doing 

this in a loop.
• Understand the terms “Auto-boxing” and “Auto-unboxing.”
• Use wrapper classes to store primitive data types like ints in an ArrayList
• Using a loop to access all elements in an array and do something with them

Critters

• Know the methods that all critters must have, and know which methods to override when you 
are creating a new critter.

• General knowledge of all GridWorld classes: what they can do, and how to use them.



What kind of coding questions will be on the exam?

• The major coding exercises from this chapter were from Coding Bat Array-1 and Array-2, so 
expect there to be at least one problem that looks like something from these questions.

• The Chomp project:  expect to have to write a method that does something with 2D arrays. 
Understanding how the methods that we wrote for Chomp worked will be essential for writting 
this method.

• You will write a Gridworld critter on this test that will have some unique properties that will 
require you to override one or more methods in the Critter class.  If you understood the Critter 
assignments from the Student manual, this will be relatively straightforward.

• A coding problem involving lists similar to something from the assigned Chapter 13 exercises.


